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Alcoholics Anonymous Area 40 
Fall Assembly, September 18 – 20, 2015, Lewistown, MT 

 
WELCOME SESSION FRIDAY NIGHT  8:00 – 10:00 PM 
 
GSR and DCM welcome session led by Libbie L., Delegate 
 
The following is the Power Point for the session: 
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The Area Standing Committee Chairs also held a welcome session led by Alex M., Area Chair, and Sharon 
S., Area Advisor.  
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SATURDAY SESSION 8:00 – 9:15 AM 
 
The Assembly was opened by Alex M., Area Chair, at 8:00 AM. Alex welcomed everyone and covered a 
few housekeeping items.  The 12 Traditions were read by Lee and the 12 Concepts were read by Roxie B. 
Julie R., Area Secretary/Registrar, called the roll.  
 
 

ROLL CALL, PASSED ACTIONS OF LAST ASSEMBLY  (Area Secretary, Julie R.) 

 
 
 

AREA 40 OFFICERS   Attendance Voting 
Members 

Non-Voting 
Members 

Delegate Libbie L. X 1   

Area Chair/Alt 
Delegate 

Alex M. X 1   

Secretary Julie R. X 1   

Treasurer Mary M. X 1   

Archives Mike D. X 1   

CPC Paul L. X 1   

Corrections Jay T. X 1   

Grapevine Chris W. X 1   

Literature Jake L. X 1   

Public Information Luke S. X 1   

Treatment Jessica E. X 1   

Triangle Editor Tim M. X 1   

DCM's          

11 David O. X 6 3 

12 Dave R. X 2 0 

21 Maryann A. X 1 0 

23 Todd M. X 3 1 

31 Kathie B. X 4 1 

41 Grant M. X 10 6 

42     2 0 

51 Karen T. X 4 0 

61 Rebecca S. X 12 5 

71 Roxie B. X 4 1 

72 Ted O. X 6 3 

81 Margaret B., Alt. X 11 2 

91 Jeanie S. X 8 3 

93 Vic M. X 5 1 
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Non-Voting Officers         

Area Advisor Sharon S. X   1 

Area Archivist Earl F. X   1 

Area Webmaster Brandon M. X   1 

        

  TOTAL 90   

    QUORUM 
= 60 

  

 
 
Fall 2015 Area Assembly Secretary’s Report 
Good morning! My name is Julie and I’m alcoholic; currently serving as your Area 40 Secretary and 
Registrar.  I’m grateful to be here today, to see lots of familiar faces and especially to see some new 
ones.  Welcome!  (Roll call) 
 
DCMs: you each have a folder with a sign-in sheet for your district.  Please have all GSRs and visitors sign 
in and return the sheets to me by the first break or noon at the latest.  These sheets are used to 
determine a quorum for voting during the assembly. Voting members are DCMs, or their alternate, 
GSRs, or their alternate, and Area Committee chairs and officers. 
 
Also in each folder are group information sheets for all the active groups in your districts.  Please check 
these over carefully to make sure the information is accurate.  I have noted on some where the Records 
Dept. has determined addresses to be wrong. Thanks to all those DCMs who have sent in corrections 
previously.  This is an ongoing process as changes continually occur.  Please make any corrections that 
are needed and return the folder with just the corrected sheets to me by tomorrow morning. I have 
group change forms or new group forms available if GSRs need them.  
 
Next, I’d like to thank all the Chairs and DCMs who have already e-mailed their reports to me and 
remind those who have not to please e-mail them or provide 2 hard copies to me before the end of the 
Assembly.  I also ask that each committee meeting, workshop and breakout session provide me with the 
notes or minutes taken during that meeting.  If your committee brings a recommendation to the floor, 
please give me a written copy prior to presenting the motion. Reports are limited to 5 minutes and floor 
comments limited to 3 minutes.  When the timer rings, please close your sharing…or you will get the 
cow bell! 
 
On the tables in the back are two plastic “ask it baskets.”  I encourage you to use these for any questions 
you’d like shared experience on. These will be discussed tonight during the DCM and GSR break-out 
sessions. Tomorrow I will have a box up here by the podium to drop off your name tags so we can reuse 
them in the spring.  
 
Lastly, here are the motions passed at the 2015 Spring Assembly: 
 
Public Information 
 
“That Area 40 create and provide its district Bridging the Gap Coordinators with generic e-mail prefixes 
respective to their districts, maintained on Area 40’s domain. MOTION PASSED: 80 FOR AND 1 
OPPOSED 
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Archives 
 
“That the Archives committee will assume responsibility for the production, collection and reporting of 
our Assembly Evaluation Process.” MOTION PASSED: 80 FOR, 1 OPPOSED 
 
“That Area 40 form an ad-hoc committee to consider an alternative structure for the Area 40 
Webmaster position and report back to the Fall 2015 Assembly.” MOTION PASSED: 91 FOR, 0 OPPOSED.  
 
Thank you, 
Julie R., Area Secretary/Registrar 
 
 

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS  (Treasurer, Mary M.)   
 
 

Good morning everyone, Mary Alcoholic and the Area 
40 Treasurer. 
Thank you for again trusting me with the Area 40 
Finances. Hope that everyone has been following the 
monthly financial statements that Brandon has been 
posting on our Area 40 website. Very promptly I might 
add. 
There are financial statements on your tables and in the 
back of the room near the coffee for your review. There 
is also the 7th tradition or shall we call it the coffee 
contribution basket on the coffee table. 
 

 
 

 
Here is our 7th tradition long form. 
The A.A. groups themselves ought to be fully 
supported by the voluntary contributions of their own 
members. We think that each group should soon 
achieve this ideal; that any public solicitation of funds 
using the name of Alcoholics Anonymous is highly 
dangerous, whether by groups, clubs, hospitals, or 
other outside agencies; that acceptance of large gifts 
from any source, or of contributions carrying any 
obligation whatever, is unwise. Then, too, we view 
with much concern those A.A. treasuries which 
continue, beyond prudent reserves, to accumulate 

funds for no stated A.A. purpose. Experience has often warned us that nothing can so surely destroy 
our spiritual heritage as futile disputes over property, money, and authority. 
The financial committee will be going over the 2016 proposed budget in our breakout this morning.  
Please let the financial committee and this Area Assembly know how we want to spend our 
contributions. We all have a voice. 
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How do the groups support area 40?  So IF all groups 
contribute and IF Area 40 spends entire budget, Area 
cost per group is = $117.55. GSO’s states we had 5713 
members in 2014 so Cost per member is 
approximately $5.64 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
We have less groups contributing this year compared 
to last year, at this time, but we have taken in more 
money this year to date.  
*Total income includes groups, individuals, triangle 
subscriptions, 7th tradition, and service manuals for a 
total of $19,143.69. Total Expenses to date 19,639.33 
So we have spent $495 more dollars than we have 
taken in thus far. 
Income 
Individual contribution 120.00 
Group Contributions 18,362.01 
7th Tradition 385.00 

Triangle Subscriptions 262.00 
Service Manuals 14.40 
Total other income = $780 
Total Income 19,143.69 
Total Expenses to date 19,639.33 
So we have spent $495 more dollars than we have taken in thus far. 
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Here is this year’s month to month income and 
expense thru August 31. You can see overall that we 
are close in the total income and expense. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

                            Income                               Expense 
Jan              426                              821.97 
Feb             1238.1                            1836.19 
Mar             5190.37                            2634.95 
Apr             2981.78                            5314.41 
May               706.15                            1752.39 
Jun             2178.18                            3880.95 
Jul             2054.7                            1375.89 
Aug             4368.41                            2022.58 
Total           19143.69                          19639.33  
Remember we had a glitch in the mail at the beginning of the year so income did not show accurately, 
making March look like a big income month. April expenses reflect Spring Assembly and June we paid 
the annual Archives Storage bill, which we save a month’s rent by paying annually. To date of course 
does not reflect this fall assembly which should be approximately $5,000. 
 
 
 

 
 
This chart illustrates our finances as of August 
31, 2015 and then the past three year’s 
comparison.  Income and expense thus far are 
really close and within the YTD budget. We 
have spent $495 more than we have taken in, 
but we are not done and still have 3.5 months 
to go.  
 
 
                 Expense  Income                
Budget   YTD Budget 
YTD 2015 19639.33 19143.69
 32210      21780 

2014               30214.04 32783.94            30940  
2013               30197.41             29174.37 32650  
2012               28067.16             32048.42            33530  
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Contributions Average around $2400 per month so we could take in another $9,600 giving us a total 
Projected Income is $28,700.  
We have spent $19,639 with a total projected expense of $28,500 ($8-9000 more). We could potentially 
not see a Shortfall this year, unless contributions fall below projected contributions. And I will let you 
know if we head that way.  We have a current operating balance of $9,785.  That is the difference in our 
checkbook balance of $20,521 less prudent reserve of $10,736 
I am not sure if we will hit our Budget of $32,210 this year.  Historically we usually start the year off with 
around $9,000 operating balance.   
We need contributions to continue thru the end of the year and help us have an operating balance in 
the checkbook to prepare us for the early expenses to come in 2016. 
 
 
 

 
 
And finally, here is a recap of how we 
have done for the past four years. Also 
showing what the end of this year may 
look like, potentially. 
You can see we have been operating 
pretty close to our budgets and consistent 
with income and expenses, budgets have 
been working as good guidelines the past 
three years.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
"Respecting Money,” from 
The Language of the Heart: 
 "When we meet and defeat the 
temptation to take large gifts, we are only 
being prudent. But when we are generous 
with the hat we give a token that we are 
grateful for our blessings and evidence 
that we are eager to share what we have 
found with all those who still suffer“       
From our AA Co-Founder, Bill W., 
November 1957 
So remember Area 40 when your groups 
are doing their splits. Thank you, from the 

Area 40 Treasurer  
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ORIENTATION TO ASSEMBLY  (Delegate, Libbie L.) 
 
Good Morning Everyone! My name is Libbie L and I’m an alcoholic.  Today it is still my honor and 
privilege to serve with you as the Area 40 Delegate.  It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 2015 Fall 
Area 40 Assembly. 
I would like to extend warm greetings to everyone in attendance especially any first time attendees. 
Thank you for being here to serve the Area, your groups, your district, and the alcoholic who still suffers. 
Your participation is vital. 
We are here this weekend to share and make decisions about Area 40 business. Alex will chair the 
meeting following our set agenda.  Our practice is to be punctual, so our meetings will start on time. 
We had a great Welcoming Session last night; I covered some basics about what we’re trying to 
accomplish this weekend.  We’ll briefly review that this morning. 
 We will start with DCM reports until 9:15 AM.  Next is the West Central Trustee Nominee election 
conducted by me. Then the Standing Committee meetings will start at 10:15.  Rooms are assigned. 
Committees meet until noon.   It is imperative to have your district’s positions filled on those assigned 
committees, remember, they are voting members! Any questions on those assignments, come see Alex, 
Julie, or me.  All committee meetings are open, and all who attend are encouraged to participate. Two 
of our past delegates, Carole B and Scott W, will be leading workshops here in this room for those who 
don’t attend the committee meetings.  Greetings to all the other past delegates in attendance this 
weekend.  
Break for lunch, and then we will reconvene promptly at 1 PM with Area 40 Inventory.  The process will 
be explained completely in the orientation.  After a short break we will then convene for Inventory 
Reports and Discussion.  Recess for dinner then reconvene for Trustee sharing by Andrew W.  After that, 
the Floor Assembly commences.  
It is Alex’s responsibility to see that the meeting flows smoothly and effectively.  He will loosely follow 
Robert’s Rules of Order.  Use the handouts to help follow some of that.  Everyone will have the 
opportunity to share and discuss items presented by the committee chairs.  
Here are some general guidelines for sharing from the floor: 

 People wishing to speak line up at the microphones and the chair will call on them in order 

 Introduce yourself at the microphone each time you speak (name, service position, district) 

 Each person may speak for 3 minutes (hard stop when the time goes off) 

 Everyone who wishes to speak will have a turn before anyone may speak for a second time, full 
discussion should take place before the vote 

 Everyone is entitled to and should, express their opinion.  However, if it has already been stated, 
it is not necessary to repeat it 

 Every is asked to refrain from clapping or cheering when people share, pro and con, in order to 
encourage, not discourage those who may have opposing opinions or facts 

 Voting is by a show of hands 

 Listen with an open mind, particularly to those who speak on the other side of an issue from you 
Our goal is to cover the entire agenda succinctly with everyone having their voice.  
GSR and DCM breakout sessions will be from 9-10 PM.  Thanks to Carole B. and Scott W. for leading 
those. 
Sunday morning starts bright and early and promptly at 8 AM.  Our business will include the Triangle, 
Round Up, Intergroup, WCRAA Forum reports, Past Delegate sharing and a Delegate’s report from me.  
We’ll finish up the floor assembly, pack it up and head home re-ignited with the service flame. 
From page 331 Language of The Heart 
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When we remember that in the thirty years of AA’s existence, we have reached less than 10 percent of 
those who might have been willing to approach us, we begin to get an idea of the immensity of our task 
and of the responsibilities with which we will always be confronted.  
These facts point straight to our next responsibility: that of intelligently and lovingly sponsoring each 
man and woman who comes among us asking for help.  The care and concern with which we individually 
and collectively do this can make all the difference.  Besides, this is the greatest expression of gratitude 
that we can give for what we ourselves have received. Without much doubt, a million alcoholics have 
approached AA during the last thirty years.  We can soberly ask ourselves what become of the 600,000 
who did not stay. 
May our actions this weekend embrace that immense task as we accept the responsibility of helping 
those who approach, to join us and to stay. 
 
 
DCM REPORTS (see attached) 
 
 
SATURDAY SESSION (cont.) 9:30AM – 12:00PM 
 

ELECTION OF AREA 40’S NOMINEE FOR WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL TRUSTEE  
The election was conducted by the Delegate, Libbie L.  Two nominees were put forth:  Sharon S. and 
Scott W.  Both are past delegates and each presented their service histories. After the fourth ballot with 
neither receiving 2/3 of the vote, there was no motion for a 5th ballot so the election “went to the hat”. 
Andrew W., current WCR Trustee, drew Scott’s name from the hat.  He became our Area’s nominee and 
will be presented for consideration at the General Service Conference in 2016.  Congratulations, Scott! 
 

WORKSHOPS 
 
AA’S FUTURE: UNITY AND CARRYING THE MESSAGE  (Led by past delegate, Carole B.) 
Carole gave an introduction of her service history and current position as Non-trustee Director for 
AAWS.  She explained our upside-down triangle, its unity and how each level (AAWS, Grapevine, GSB, 
Conference, Area Assemblies, Districts and Groups) carries AA’s message to the still-suffering alcoholic 
through literature, websites, monthly magazine, PSAs, hotlines, PI/Treatment/Corrections/CPC work, 
and meetings. 
 
CONCEPTS 3, 4, 5: RIGHT OF DECISION, RIGHT OF PARTICIPATION AND RIGHT OF APPEAL AT YOUR HOME 
GROUP (Led by past delegate, Scott W.) 
Scott led a discussion of these 3 Concepts, his experience with them and why they are important. 
 
 
SATURDAY SESSION (cont.) 1:00 – 5:30PM 
Past Delegate and Ad-Hoc committee chair, Sharon S., gave a brief orientation to the inventory process.  
The first inventory was held in the fall of 2011 and subsequent ones are scheduled every four years. The 
ad-hoc committee worked over the last year to refine the questions down to 4 sets of 4 questions each. 
Each of the 8 groups will have a moderator and recorder.  The discussions may result in 
recommendations to the 2016 Spring Assembly. We then broke out into 8 discussion groups for the 
afternoon’s discussions of the Area 40 Inventory Questions. 
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After reconvening, each break-out group presented their discussion findings to the entire assembly.  
Sharon also shared some groups’ written responses which were sent to her because they couldn’t 
attend the assembly. After a point of order regarding the ability of the ad-hoc committee to bring 
recommendations to the floor of the assembly, and clarification by the committee, we recessed for 
dinner. 
 
 
 
SATURDAY SESSION (cont.) 7:00 – 7:45PM 
 

WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL TRUSTEE SHARING – Andrew W. 

 
 Andrew has served as WCR Trustee the past four years; his term ends at the General Service 
Conference in April 2016 when a new trustee will be elected to serve our region.  He shared some of his 
experiences with us.   
 Highlights included: 
 Andrew explained the General Service Board composition, time commitment and mission, which 
is “to serve the fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous.” 
 He currently serves on the trustees’ Public Information Committee, trustees’ Nominating 
Committee and chairs the trustees’ General Service Conference committee.  Plus he serves on several 
sub-committees doing strategic planning.   

Communication within the fellowship is an ongoing issue.  The board looks for how things affect 
AA as a whole, e.g. book sales are down, our average age is up and growth in membership is flat.  Then 
they work on how to involve the fellowship by reaching out to delegates with questions on how to set 
priorities looking for ideas and options, always asking, “What does the Fellowship think?”, because the 
groups are in charge. It is challenging to try to have this conversation without participation from the 
Fellowship. Where do we want to be as a fellowship? Do we need to reach out more?  Are we reaching 
alcoholics who want to quit drinking? Andrew posed other questions such as, “Is our triangle of 
Recovery, Unity and Service balanced?”  Are we sponsoring? Are we grounded in the Steps and a home 
group? He explained that the Board is “leadership with vision.” 

He also spoke of the current vacancy on the Board resulting from the passing of the West 
Canada Regional Trustee and what can we do in the future when unexpected vacancies occur? This 
position will also be filled in April. 

Though it’s been a time commitment, it has been a privilege to serve as Trustee.  He’s gotten to 
meet many people in the U.S., Canada and around the world. He will be sad to rotate out but hopes his 
name is drawn to be one of the 4 trustees in the Nominating Committee to vote for the next WCR 
Trustee. 
 
FLOOR ASSEMBLY – COMMITTEE REPORTS, MOTIONS, & DISCUSSION 7:45 – 8:45PM 
 

ARCHIVES (Area Archives Chr., Mike D.) 

 
REPORT: 
 
Archive's Chair Report Fall 2015 
Hello everybody, I am glad to see all your smiling faces again! It's been a long busy summer for me, as 
I'm sure it's been for all of you. I hope you have all enjoyed yourselves, and had as much fun as you can 
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handle for one season! I know many of you were able to attend the International Convention in Atlanta 
this summer, and I look forward to hearing more about it from you. Especially anyone who took the time 
to visit the Archives Exhibit, please find me and tell me all about it! 
 
So the summer has passed much quicker than I would have liked, and I didn't get to do nearly all that I 
would have liked to. As far as archives work here in Area 40, I don't have much to report. I have kept 
busy working on the Assembly Evaluation, and I'll just say that it is proving to be a fairly time consuming 
task. It's a very interesting process to me, and I hope that it will be a useful tool in guiding us towards 
becoming a more effective service body. I am working on conducting some archival interviews of old 
timer's around the area, and I would love to have some assistance from anybody who might be 
interested, or who may have some suggestions on who I may interview from their district! Please don't 
leave the Assembly this weekend without chatting with me briefly about it, but if by chance you do, my 
email is Archives@aa-montana.org. I really look forward to hearing from you! 
 
I am mostly excited to participate in our inventory process with all of you fine folks! I believe that we are 
taking the opportunity to stand shoulder to shoulder, and safeguard the growth of our Legacy as a 
fellowship in Area 40. The work that you are all here to do is ultimately aimed at preserving our future, 
and finding ways to be more useful and effective in reaching the still suffering alcoholic. As a doomed 
drunk with no way out who has somehow found myself walking the road to happy destiny with a 
multitude of amazing friends to share the journey, I'm a big fan of finding more doomed drunks to share 
this thing with. I'd like to thank you all for your contribution to the cause, and for your participation in 
my sobriety!  
   
Respectfully Submitted, 
Mike D. 
Area 40 Archives Chair 
 
REPORT: 
 
Greetings everyone, my name is Earl F. and I am an alcoholic.  I am also serving as the Area 40 
Archivist.  To open I would like to use a standing joke that was coined by Gerry R., “there is nothing new 
in Archives.”  I want to report that our collection in the repository in Ennis is well protected, dry and has 
been utilized for research and information since the last assembly.  Our lease is paid through July of 
2016 and our landlords are very pleased with us as tenants.  I did go through a situation early in the 
summer when the local gas company changed ownership and as a part of cleaning up and transferring 
the accounts, it was determined that we had an outstanding bill of around $275.  After I went to the 
archives to make sure that the gas was not turned on, I visited with the new manager and explained that 
we do not use the heat that is available, as it is not needed, and that the gas was not even on.  He 
explained that it was probably a computer glitch and that he would look into it and let me know.  I 
received a statement about three weeks later that stated that we had a little over a $200 credit.  I called 
him and informed him of the inaccuracy and that I would like to get this corrected and he said he would 
look into it further.  I haven’t heard anything further from him, so I am guessing that it has been 
resolved.  Our landlords are building another facility building to the South of our unit which will help to 
break the south wind in the winter.  Construction traffic has created a little additional dust in the 
neighborhood, but other than that no adverse effects.   
 
I have not had many activities since the Spring Assembly.  I attended the South Central Intergroup’s 
Founders Day celebration in Billings, the Area 40 Spring Round-up in Helena, and the District 41 
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Founders Day activity at Ryan Dam outside of Gt. Falls.  These were all great activities with great 
fellowship and sharing.  I want to thank these groups for the invitations to participate.   This fall has 
been busy and will continue to be so through the month of October with the Havre Mini-conference, the 
Fall Round-up in Kalispell and an Archives workshop in Helena.  I love being involved in activities across 
the Area.  My home group hosted the District 72 district meeting in August and that just happened to be 
the same day that our delegate gave her report at the district, so she and our Area Advisor came to the 
meeting and visited the repository afterward.  I was able to give them a short tour; view items that they 
wanted to see and have a nice visit.  I think that they were just checking up on me.  It was good to have 
them.  I have had several requests for historical information about Roundups, past actions and other 
information.  I have been able to gather that information and get it back to the parties who requested 
it.  I have not had any requests that were denied.    
 
I had some personal happenings that distracted me from getting the Policy and Procedure and the Past 
Actions documents updated, and I apologize for that.  I am trying to stay current with the collection so 
please include me with your correspondence, committee discussions, district minutes and activity 
flyers.  Please mail me hard copies or include me on your email lists.  If I can be of any service to your 
District or groups don’t hesitate to ask.  I am continuing to inventory our possessions in the Archives and 
am hoping to get caught up with this before the 2016 Spring Assembly.  I am also continuing to work on 
getting our collection digitized and organized better for research purposes.  
 
I skipped the Regional Forum this fall to attend the Lower Yellowstone Soberfest and take advantage of 
an opportunity to meet and visit with Wally P. who is a former Area Archivist from Arizona and also had 
oversight of the Archives of Dr. Bob and Anne S. in Akron, OH.   He is a very interesting man with a lot of 
great stories of the beginnings of AA also he is a great resource for Archives collection and preservation 
as well as a resource for possible shared material.  It was a fun weekend with good fellowship and good 
resources for the future.   I also got to visit with Fritz R. who has 53 years of sobriety.  It was a good 
weekend I am glad that I was able to attend.  
 
I want to thank the Area for the opportunity to serve in this capacity.  This is a great way for me to 
participate in my own sobriety.  Thank you once again.  
Earl F.   
Area 40 Archivist  
 
 
COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
 
ARCHIVES COMMITTEE MINUTES FALL 2015 
Voting Member's Present: 
1. Mike D. Area 40 Archives Chair 
2. Ted O. District 72 DCM 
3. Mary M. District 23 Representative 
4. Roxie B. District 71 DCM 
Non-Voting Member's Present: 
5. Earl F. Area 40 Archivist 
6. Tomi P. Dist. 91 GSR 
Meeting started with the Serenity Prayer. We proceeded with introductions, then review of the Archives 
Chair report, followed by the Archivist's Report. We quickly began addressing Area 40 business items on 
the agenda as follows: 
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Agenda Item A. - Request to add provision to the Policy and Procedure's in Area Committee section on 
page 3. “No one individual serve concurrently in more than one listed committee position during any 
rotation.”  
 
Comments: 
• This was a very unique situation which shouldn't come up again 
• separating this from the past webmaster situation, do we want to allow/encourage this in the future? 
• The spirit of rotation is a guiding principal that is inconsistent with allowing this 
• would this apply to the Area Advisor's duties? 
• We would not to change the function of the Area Chair to stand in as necessary • the advisor's duties 
clearly define “interim” which does not imply holding a position 
• Permanently, thus it is not affected by the proposal. 
• We could be setting a limit that may block unforeseen events for good qualified members to give their 
full potential to the Area in other types of situations 
• Do we want to implement this overall policy over the entire Area 40 Service Structure 
• Is this perilous? 2 yes 3 no 
• I don't see a danger in staying open to allow our trusted servants to decide what's best for Area  
40 in a very specific situation – don't want to limit them and take any potential options completely out 
of their hands by means of dictating 
• Trust our trusted servants 
• voted 4 opposed, 1 in favor of proposal 
Agenda Item B. - Request agenda item proposal to change on Policy and Procedure's page 29 allowing 
for the Area Chair to give a 5 minute report. 
• The Assembly Agenda Framework is actually on page 30 
• This used to be the usual practice in the past until 2012 
• Seems to have been a mistake omission, and merely fallen off the framework guidelines when we 
revised the agenda framework to implement the welcome sessions 
• The top of that section describes that this is just suggested guidelines for the assembly agenda  
framework which is at the Area Chair's description to change as seen fit anyways. 
• The Area Chair most likely doesn't want to be the one to decide to take time on the assembly agenda 
to give his own report 
• If we add this language the Chair still has the discretion to either give a report or not, it will be up to 
the Chair 
• This doesn't really change anything major structurally it's just encouraging that the Chair's report 
would be welcomed if he would like to give one 
• voted all in favor of proposal 
Agenda Item C. - Area Assembly Evaluation Process 
Mike D supplied the results of all previous evaluations received which rated each question by rate of 
member satisfaction. The additional comment feedback was analyzed to consider 4 major points of 
interest: ADA Concerns, Group Functionality Concerns, Quick Fixes by us, and Positive comments. 
• We read through the results, and many of the highlighted comments to gauge trend vs change 
• It is very apparent that many of the same concerns/issues are continuing to repeat, even this 
weekend. 
• We have 5 committees meeting in hotel rooms this weekend, 2 of which still had beds in them with a 
few folding chairs thrown in the mix 
• We barely fit in the Yogo as a group, and if we begin to increase participation as many of our inventory 
questions are aimed at ultimately encouraging, we will not fit. 
• If each district brings 2 or 3 more people next time there will not be enough room in the  
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Sapphire Room, and we already know that the “committee breakout rooms” are lacking as is. 
• There has been several people reporting this weekend that many members from their district simply 
will not come back to the Yogo for many of these reasons 
• The Yogo has been making some changes, which we all see evidence of, but how long will it take, and 
how long are we willing to wait? 
• Some of the questions regarding the Yogo's restaurant, and food seem to be a distraction from the 
main priorities of this evaluation. We are getting too much feedback involving personal taste/opinions 
on these matters, and not enough facts about the overall functionality and experience. We all agree to 
take this section out of the updated survey. 
• We discussed removing obsolete questions from the survey, and adding some new questions that will 
better help us assess the concerns as we address them from this point out: ◦ delete “approach 
microphone?” the main room setup has evolved to its best possible 
◦ replace with “seating adequate for your district?” 
◦ change “easily accessible and open?” to “easily accessible?” since open applies to chairs 
◦ delete “had a table?” Area committee will be proactive and make sure there always is 
◦ add “were there outside distractions?” very relevant to functionality 
◦ add “please leave blank if you do not have ADA needs” to get more accurate results 
◦ added some specific, continually relevant questions regarding facility; were you able to get a room? 
Guest room adequate? Were the staff helpful? 
• We discussed the many members who share with us regarding other members in their districts who 
refuse to participate at assemblies because of the location. This is all third party speculation, not 
necessarily reliable, and we cannot get any numbers or specifically valid feedback. Ted shared the survey 
he drafted to poll members of his district regarding this issue. We all really liked the individual 
questions, and agreed that if we could get this type of specific feedback from these members it would 
be an important perspective to gain- “Minority opinion...  
personal grievances...” Concept V 
• We voted unanimously to use the survey Ted drafted to poll members from all districts between this 
and next assembly. 
• We reread the original charges of the Venue Ad Hoc committee, and the recommendations resulting. 
They suggested that we continue to assess, and that if things do not change, we need to revisit the 
exploration of other venues that could work. They only checked out 3 facilities at that time, and we 
agree that if we get to that point again it would be best to check into more. 
• We believe that we will be able to obtain better information for the next assembly evaluation, and at 
this time are not ready to make any recommendations that may result in such a big change until we are 
satisfied that we have done everything possible to get the most accurate assessment and still find that 
we are lacking major priorities. Although we would like to note that it seems at this time the original 
major concerns remain the same even with the many changes that have been addressed so far.  The 
Yogo may be doing everything that they can/will to accommodate us, and it just may not be enough if 
we wish to grow as an assemblage. 
 
Motions out of Archives Committee: 
“Modify page 30 of the Area 40 Policy & Procedure Manual to allow for a 5 minute report by the Area  
Chair.” MOTION PASSED: 67 FOR, 4 OPPOSED, 5 ABSTAINED 
 
Below are the evaluation results presented in committee.  (Double-click on the form to open a PDF 
viewer to see all pages.) 
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PUBLIC INFORMATION (Area P.I. Chr., Luke S.) 
 
REPORT: 
 
Luke's report 

-  District 91 CPC/PI planning committee is having workshop. 

-AnswerNet issues- no invoices since Feb.  

-no hotline complaints have reached Luke. 

-budget question-Area hotline 366.40$ so far.  
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Districts aren't get AnswerNet invoices, so we don't know how much exactly we owe and we know that 

the service is working at least. 

- Luke keeps plugging away. 

-any local number are the responsibility of the districts. 

-Connie from billings willing to go into the office.  Luke will be doing a follow up on Monday and will 
contact Lonnie if he needs to go in. 
 
REPORT: 
 
Webmaster report-  from Brandon.    -hotline contacts do need to be up to date. 
 
REPORT: (Terry S.) 
 
Ad hoc committee- short term- several thousand bucks to get professional to do job @ market cost. 

1. Need a backup for the webmaster position  

2. Be good to have another service position. 

-try an alternate for a rotation. 

-in 2018, we decide if alternate is a one term position or ongoing. 

-the idea is to get structure and process in place. 
 
COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
PI notes from the GSC advisory actions 

-PSA doors approved voice over in Spanish, French, and English for 24,000$ 

-40,000$ to be spent on tracking and distribution.  Next year we will have numbers in 2016 

-force of nature retired. 

-all service material to be placed on website. 

Report and charter- Luke read what was on our handout. 

-from area 40 now the word GSO database is in the service manual. 

-Regional directories- limited run can be purchase by request. 

Hotline -keep it updated with webmaster. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
“That Area 40 adopt changes to the Webmaster position and create an Alternate Webmaster position as 
set forth in the attached description.”  Two friendly amendments were accepted to remove the 3rd 
bullet under Alternate Webmaster requirements and to change the wording in the last bullet to read: 
“Selected & mentored by Webmaster… selection subject to PI committee approval… MOTION PASSED: 
72 FOR, 0 OPPOSED, 3 ABSTAINED 
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GSR BREAKOUT (led by Past Delegate, Carole B. 
Questions:  
How do I help my group grow & get strong? 

- Groups can join together 
- Group honesty, keep doors open 

What are “open” & “closed” meetings? Who can be there? 
- Open – everyone is welcome but closed – limited to people who want to stop drinking 
- Nursing students, families & other addictions welcome at open meetings 
- Some direct drug addicts to appropriate meeting for them; some are more lenient because 

of duality of addictions 
Can have two or more service positions? More than 1 home group? 
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- Several positions = slippery slope 
- Pretty common 
- Pg. 25 in Service manual = 1 group for home group 
- Home group is where we have a voice & a “family”; also, where we are accountable & learn 

to stick to commitments 
- Only have vote in Home group 
- Can have home group but go to other meetings 

 
DCM BREAKOUT (led by Past Delegate, Scott W.) 
 
(Notes below were scanned to this document as PDF file. Again, double-click to open PDF viewer for 2nd 
page.) 
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SUNDAY SESSION 8:00 – 8:45AM 
 

OTHER REPORTS 
 
TRIANGLE REPORT: (Editor, Tim M.) 
 
Triangle Area 40 report - Fall 2015  
Good morning, my name is Tim an alcoholic and your current Triangle Editor.  What a great looking, 
bright eyed, group of people I get to stand before early on this Sunday morning.  How far we have come 
from the days of old! 
    
I would also like to say it is my pleasure, and from what I have gathered of late about the Triangle report 
at Area, a privilege to be able to stand before the full Assembly to tell you about what has been going on 
with the Triangle.  
 
The Policy and Procedure Manual states “The Triangle is Area 40’s newsletter.  It then goes on to state it 
shall be used for service within Area 40, remaining faithful in all it does to AA’s singleness of 
purpose.”  As we all know that singleness of purpose is “to stay sober and to help other alcoholics to do 
the same”.  
 
In this year’s Area Inventory, and in the previous one four years ago, the question has been asked “How 
effective is the Triangle in serving its purpose?”  I would first like to take this opportunity to thank both 
Inventory committees for all the free publicity.  I would also like to say that I understand that there have 
been certain issues with the Triangle that have warranted this question being asked two Inventories in a 
row.   
 
If you were to show a business school how the corporations, Alcoholics Anonymous and the Grapevine 
are structured, they would tell you it would never work.  The reasons they would give would include:  
 
* The authority comes from the individuals and flows down to the officers;   
* The fact that certain segments of the corporation are not financially solvent at times and you keep 
them around anyway;   
* You refuse to accept any outside contributions; and  
* Your main goal and focus is not to make a profit  
 
Yet for over seventy five years it has been successful.  This is not to say we shouldn’t take a look at how 
we are doing from a financial sense.  It does mean that this should not be the only way we look at it.   
Year to Date 1,832 issues of the Triangle have been produced and mailed to groups and individuals per 
the published schedule.  
 
Since the Spring Assembly, the number of paid subscriptions to the Triangle have gone up from 14% to 
18%.  The fact that more groups are contributing to the Triangle is I believe, not only a positive financial 
indicator but also one of support for its existence.   
 
The cost per issue including production, mailing, returned mail fees and the costs for the editor to 
attend Area, minus subscription income, amounts to approximately $1.03 per copy.    
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Even if the GSR who gets the Triangle mailed to them only picks it up from the mailbox, notes that it is 
from AA, and throws it in the waste can, for $1.03, Area 40 has physically, and I believe spiritually, made 
contact with another alcoholic.  Who is to say that this did not help keep this alcoholic sober for another 
day?  I am happy to report however that although this may be happening on occasion, many GSR’s are 
not only reading the News-letter themselves but sharing it with their groups, and the members of those 
groups, are reading it as well.  As with the Grapevine, the more the Triangle gets circulated the cost of 
reaching out and helping another alcoholic decreases.    
 
To those groups that have sent in a voluntary subscription fee, “thank you”.  To those that have not, 
please do.  To everyone out there, please send in your articles, comments and concerns to be published 
in the Triangle.   
 
Now I would like to get back to my comment about it being a privilege to give my report to you this 
morning. The Triangle, as it currently sits in the service structure, is a member of the Area 40 committee 
that is allowed to vote on all Assembly matters.  As such, and since I first started attending Area back in 
the early nineties, the Triangle has always been on the Area agenda to present its report with the other 
Area committee members.  When I returned last spring, I was not only confused but troubled to find 
that this was no longer the case.  When I inquired into this I was directed to a vote by an Ad-Hoc 
committee that made modifications to the structure of the Area Assembly in the fall of 2012.  I found 
several confusing things about being directed to this report, the most troubling one being that the 
Triangle was removed from the Area Agenda the Assembly prior to this vote taking place.  I also could 
not find any specific mention in the minutes by the Ad-Hoc committee, nor in the follow-up report two 
years later, that reported on the results of taking the recommendation of the Ad-Hoc committee, which 
specifically mentioned removing the Triangle from the Area agenda. It appears that the Triangle report 
somehow slipped through the cracks of our structure, and in my opinion, it’s effectiveness to perform its 
purpose suffered as a result.  
 
I will therefore be submitting the following agenda item for the spring 2016 assembly:   
The Area 40 Archivist will update the “Suggested Agenda Framework for Area Assembly” in the Area 40 
Policy and Procedures Manual to include the Triangle report under the Floor Assembly - Committee 
Reports, Motions, and Discussion section.   
 
Thank you for allowing me to share,  
Tim M. - Triangle Editor  
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The following is the Triangle schedule for 2015 along with Year to Date (YTD) numbers sent, and the 
associated costs:  
 

Issue Topic Article 
Deadline 

Number 
Sent 

Cost 
Produce & 

Mail  

Number 
Returned 

Cost of 
Returned  

Subscrip- 
tions 

January Introducing 15-
16 Committee 

1/9/2015 293 $474.74 13 $3.08 $60.00 

February Relationships 2/8/2015 311 $215.19 12 $8.05  

March Spring  
Pre-Assembly 

3/8/2015 311 $294.19 3 $1.47  

April/May Spring 
Post-Assembly  

5/8/2015 311 $299.22 6 $1.96 $30.00 

June/July God’s Will 7/1/205 309 $290.28 16 $7.35 $122.00 

August Fall 
Pre-Assembly 

8/9/2015 297 $298.17 9 $3.43  

September
/October 

Fall 
Post-Assembly 

91/2015     $170.00 

November/
December 

Gratitude 11/1/201
5 

     

Spring 
Totals 

  915 $984.12 28 $12.60  

Fall 
Totals 

  917 $887.67 31 $12.74  

YTD  
Totals 

  1832 $1871.79 59 $25.34 $382.00 

 
 
 
 
ROUNDUP REPORTS: 
 
Spring 2015 (Rebecca, for Tracey R.)  
 
The Roundup was a great success and I would like to thank all who helped along the way!  We had a 
total of 318 registered, 141 registered the day of and 177 pre-registered.  There were 232 AA 
registrations, 69 Al-Anon registrations, 3 Alateen registrations, and 14 “other” registrations.    
 
We brought in a total of $7525 from registration, $216.55 from coffee donations at the event, $334 
from the AA raffle, $347 from the silent auction, and $169 from the 50/50. Our total expenses for the 
event were $10,791.04, total income from the event, which includes registration, raffle, coffee 
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donations, 50/50, silent auction, $1500 seed money, and District 61 funding was $16,183.10, providing a 
profit of $5392.06.  $2506 of this went  back into District 61 as this was money loaned to the Roundup to 
pay for speaker costs and facility deposit, leaving $2886.06 that was passed on to the next Roundup 
committee for seed money.    
 
Some lessons learned from this Roundup:  
• Reserve speaker rooms ASAP, the hotel dropped our block of rooms and we had to put the speakers in 
Jorgensen’s and the Area Archives chair in the Barrister bed and breakfast.  
• Have one point person for that communicates both AA and Al-Anon requests to the hotel.  
• Check to see if there are other events going on in the state prior to choosing a weekend.    
• Considering that we did have such a substantial profit I would have not asked groups to “sponsor an 
urn”, however I would much rather make too much of a profit than be short!  
• Most importantly:  relax and trust that all will be taken care of!  
 
Thank you for letting me serve!  
Tracey R.  
 
Fall 2015 (Kacie N.) 
 
Only 19 short days until the event you have all been waiting for!  The 2015 Fall Roundup will be held the 
9th, 10th, and 11th of October at the Red Lion Inn in Kalispell.  Featured AA speakers are Rick C. of Iowa, 
Eva S., a GSO staff member from New York, and Bill C. of California.  We are excited about our panel 
discussions, Area Delegate and Archivist participation, and revisiting the good ol’ days with a plain, 
ordinary whoopee party. We will be having a delightful Saturday lunch buffet with a powerhouse Al-
Anon speaker, Kathy H., from Ohio, and a succulent dinner buffet that will excite even the dullest of 
taste buds.  The roaring start breakfast will be available both Saturday and Sunday.  We will have coffee, 
24-hour marathon meetings, planned spontaneity, and a sobriety countdown.  
 
So, put your party pants on people!  It’s not too late to register or make a room reservation! See you in 3 
weeks! 
 
In service, 
Kacie N. 
 
Spring 2016 (Jerry) 
 
The Roundup will be held in Missoula, MT, May 6th, 7th & 8th, 2016, at the Holiday Inn Parkside.  
Registration forms are available.  (no report submitted) 
 
 
INTERGROUP REPORTS: 
None 
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REPORT FROM THE WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL FORUM IN CASPER, WY:  (Kacie N. and Dave O.) 
 
“Amazing. Enlightening. Informative. Awesome. Engaging. Warm inspiration. Educational. Vibrating. 
Enthusiastic – NOT pissed off. Invigorating. Fabulous. Spiritual. Eye-opening. Bad ass. Enriching. 
Reassuring. Fun….Lack of underwear…Mind-blowing.” (Dave O. performed “interpretive dance” of the 
responses of participants as Kacie reported.) 
 
These are the sentiments of Area 40 members describing the experience of attendance at the 2015 
Regional Forum in Casper, WY, the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd of August. The weekend was plentiful in 
opportunities to hear from many different individuals representing the General Service Office in New 
York.  Representatives of the General Service Board and members of the General Service Office and 
Grapevine staff were present to share experience, respond to questions and hear suggestions. David 
Morris, our Treasurer and Class A Trustee, shared financial highlights.  Phyllis H., our General Service 
Office manager, shared a heartfelt message describing her experience. She will be rotating on at the end 
of this year and Greg T. will be rotating in.  Much was shared with us about our endeavor in literature 
translation, AA’s presence in remote communities and other countries and accessibility issues faced by 
many AA members.  There were workshops, sharing sessions, ask-it-basket sessions, sharing from past 
Regional Trustees and an exquisite ice cream social complete with topping to include peanut M&Ms.  
There was an amazing literature setup displaying literature in over 40 languages and many informative 
handouts. 
 
I am overwhelmed with gratitude to my home group for the financial support and encouragement to 
participate in this event.  Fellowshipping with other die-hard service geeks is just the kind of spiritual 
recharge I look forward to in AA. 
 
I’d like to close by telling you about Ivy.  Ivy is the assistant to the GSO staff member in charge of 
Regional Forums.  When visiting with her during a break, I took the opportunity to thank her for all she 
did and asked her about a little of her history and experience with working at GSO.  I asked her if we 
were good employers.  Very humbly she responded by telling me she had been with GSO for 31 years. 
She told me how she had turned down an opportunity to work with the FBI when she was offered the 
job at GSO.  I was starry-eyed.  I asked her how long she had been sober. She said, “Oh, I’m not a 
member of the Fellowship.” Astonished, I responded, “You’re not?! You’re not an alcoholic?” She said 
with a smile, “No.” I said, “Why the heck have you done all this for so many years when you don’t have 
to?”  She said, “Because how awesome is it that I get to go to work every day and be part of something 
that save lives?” 
 
There is no “us” and “them.”  There is only “we.” 
 
In service, 
Kacie N. 
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PAST DELEGATES’ SHARING (Carole B. and Scott W.) 
 
Carole B., 2009-10 Past Area 40 Delegate and current non-trustee AAWS Director, shared on the topic of 
“my spiritual disease resides in the 2nd half of the 1st Step” and how that affects our unity and service. 
Highlights included:  

- Since we are all in the same “boat,” bad-mouthing other groups will “sink the boat.”  
- Attend meetings outside our home groups  
- Following the group conscience is easy if we agree, but can we support it if we didn’t vote for 

it? 
- She posed several questions for our consideration, e.g. “How do I react/behave toward 

someone different from myself? Do I greet them? How am I inclusive? Do I welcome 
outsiders/nonalcoholics & encourage them to go to a fellowship/12-step group that can help 
them? Have I attended other fellowships for information/contacts?” 

- She suggested helping non-alcoholics get the help that they need 
 
Scott W. served as Area 40 Delegate in 2005-06.  

- He remarked what a small world our fellowship can be by relating a story of an alcoholic he met 
in the Cook Islands who sobered up in Butte and who later called Scott to enlist his help with a 
guy getting out of the WATCH program.   

- He also reminded us of next year’s elections at the Fall Assembly, to look around to see who 
could be our replacement and to mentor/train that replacement when we rotate on. 

- And he talked about the importance of sharing opinion, even if unpopular, to contribute to the 
group conscience, though he suggested praying beforehand for guidance and restraint. 

 
 

  DELEGATE’S REPORT (Area 40 Delegate, Libbie L.) 

 

 Delegate Report 2015 Fall Assembly   Libbie L. Panel 65  

Since spring assembly  

 GSC NYC  

Helena Round Up  

 Delegate Reports  

  6000 miles of getting in the car  

 International  

WCR Meet Your Neighbors  

 Regional Forum  

  Seventh Tradition Beyond the Dollar  
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Upcoming  

 Havre Mini Conference  

 Kalispell Round Up  

 Non delegate AA Events and work Travelling  

GSC Rundown  

 What I thought, felt and saw  

 Agenda Results-short form copies   

 Final Conference Reports-just arrived  

 Final Inventory Reports-will arrive shortly  

At the last assembly I concluded with thoughts about my son, this time I’ll end with the other 

child.  Our daughter was 4 years old when I got sober.  She doesn’t remember much prior to 

sobriety, and for that I am grateful. She is now a junior in college. We’re very proud of 

her.  She’s travelled to many places including Ireland and Mexico. She’s told me she didn’t like 

Guinness, but has found that she doesn’t mind tequila.  I might have to keep her away from 

Russia or maybe an Eskimo with a bottle of scotch.   

 I thank you all for being there when I got here to give me this gift and for coming in after me, so 

I could give that gift away. I am grateful that you join me as we continue to do this work so that 

if and when those children and grandchildren of the world reach out for help, the hand of AA 

will always be there.  

 
FLOOR ASSEMBLY (CONT.) 9:45am – 12:00pm 
 

LITERATURE (Area 40 Literature Chair, Jake L.) 
 
REPORT:  
 
Hello everyone,   
My name is Jake L. and I am an alcoholic. It has been a pleasure to serve as the Area 40 Literature 
Committee Chair for this rotation. Our literature is an effective mechanism to spread the message of 
recovery to the still suffering Alcoholic. I want to thank everyone who attend these Assemblies and help 
keep Alcoholics Anonymous alive. I really want to thank the literature committee members for showing 
up and participation with all their lively discussion and input. I’d like to express my deep gratitude and 
thanks for the opportunity to serve for something that has provided so much to my loved ones and I.  
This year has been relatively quiet with little to no fanfare. I have taken a detailed inventory of the 
literature we have in stock and replenished this missing and low items, mostly pamphlets. Feel free to 
help yourself but please remember these are provided by Area 40.   
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Please feel free to visit the Area 40 literature display in the back of the room, and I hope you will take 
some time to look at all the AA approved literature that is available to the fellowship. Some of you may 
recall the discussion from a couple of years ago surrounding the pamphlet, “Many Paths to Spirituality”, 
which was published last year. Please check it out as it is the culmination of some of the work we do at 
Assemblies and an example of the importance our input has on the effectiveness on carrying the 
message to the still suffering alcoholic. The feedback of this Area, and all the others like it, are vital. You 
can also find all kinds of information at AA.org and our own www.aa-montana.org. If you, your group or 
district have any questions please ask me, and will do my best to get them answered. I am here to serve 
Area 40, so if your group or district have an event that you would like to showcase the Area 40 literature 
display, please let me know.  
 
Thank you for allowing me to serve Area 40.   
Jake L., Area 40 Literature Committee Chair  
 
Note: Buy some Large Print Service Manuals  
 
COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
 
Literature 2015 fall committee meeting 
  
Standing voting committee members  
D41 GSR - Lee T  
D11 GSR - Joan C.  
Area 40 Literature - Jake L. 
  
* Review Area 40 Agenda Item to purchase copyright of the 24 Hours A Day book   
* Our committee unanimously supported but had serious concerns about the cost associated with 
obtaining the rights.   
* “Inside A.A.: Understanding the Fellowship and Its Service Agencies,” with the revised title “Inside 
A.A.: Understanding the Fellowship and Its Services,” be approved with minor corrections “Your A.A. 
General Service Office” pamphlet revision approval  
* Update the pamphlet “A.A. and the Gay/Lesbian Alcoholic” to include a wider range of A.A. recovery 
experience from members who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered and gender nonconforming, 
especially regarding being a newcomer and sponsorship  
* Evaluate developing literature for the alcoholic with mental health issues  
* The pamphlet “A.A. for the Woman” be revised.  
* 12 x 12 x 12 not being made  
* Focus of pamphlets – Are they serving their purpose or are they acting as a mechanism for further 
fracturing the fellowship?  
* White space on pamphlet for local distribution centers/group  
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GRAPEVINE (Area 40 Grapevine Chair, Chris W.) 
 
Hello Area 40, my name is Chris W. and I am an alcoholic.   
 
It is a pleasure to be able to serve Area 40 as the Grapevine and La Viña chair.  
 
I want to invite all of the area to renew your subscriptions or start a new subscription to the Grapevine 
Magazine, our meeting in print.   
 
The subscription challenge is where A state, province, and territory-wide challenge to increase new* 
Grapevine and La Viña subscriptions in 2015. The prize is A special section in a 2016 issue of Grapevine 
or La Viña featuring members’ stories from the state, province or territory with the greatest percentage 
growth in new* paid subscriptions or subscription gift certificates. * A new subscription is one that 
hasn't been active in the past 6 months. There are flyers available both on the Grapevine and La Viña 
website and at the area display located right here at your area 40 assembly.  
 
I was able to set up the Grapevine and La Viña display at District 41s Founders day Celebration. It was a 
successful event and the district grapevine display and sales table had many sales.   
 
Later that month, I was honored to be a part of the Grapefest in District 61. The food, as always at any 
AA event from my experience, was fantastic and made with love. I was able to share about the 
subscription challenge and give a timeline history of Grapevine and La Viña. There was a great sharing 
with members of the fellowship, sharing ideas on how to get more grapevines into our communities. 
Thank you to those who brought food and participated.  
 
Due to the West Central Regional Forum being just a state line away, I and many of Area 40 were able to 
make the trip. I was able to take part in the Grapevine break out. It was fun to say the least. We all took 
turns sharing ideas about story topics and how to put on a workshop. This has inspired me to plan a 
writing workshop at an event sometime in the next year. If your district would like me to participate in 
this manor at one of your events I would be honored to come.   
 
Thank you for allowing me to serve.  
 
In service,    
Chris W.  
Area 40 Grapevine and La Viña Chair 
 
COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
 
No notes submitted. 
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FINANCE (Area 40 Treasurer, Mary M.) 
 
REPORT: 
 
2015 Fall Assembly Finance Report  
 
So far to date my chair position as treasurer consists of:  going to the post office once a week, making 
deposits, writing checks out to bills, reimbursement checks to fellow chairs. We were over budget for 
Spring Assembly but we appear to have the money and right on track.  
 
Oh and Libbie and I once again traveled together to the international convention in Atlanta, just saying, 
nothing to do with Area budget or funds!! If you don’t think you can afford it, start saving your pocket 
change today for the next five years and join us at the next international in Detroit!   
 
Besides the Area inventory this assembly, the big work of our committee is the 2016 budget. The 
Finance Committee will be presenting that budget to the floor of this Assembly for approval.   
 
I want to take this opportunity to thank the groups that have contributed their 7th tradition and also the 
individuals that continue to support Area 40. There have been 103 groups, out of 274 registered groups, 
that have contributed so far this year. That is almost doubled since my report at the Spring Assembly. 
Thank you to the individuals who also sent in contributions.  One member sent us his 30 years plus 
birthday contribution. There is also a member that sends us $5 from what appears every paycheck. I find 
that very moving and full of gratitude.  
 
From the Guidelines Q & A on Finance:  
 
 The General Service Conference has emphasized that it is not concerned about the amount each group 
contributes, but that each group contribute something. At a service assembly, one G.S.R. said, “It is a 
spiritual obligation to participate by contributing.”  
 
All finance reports are put on the Area 40 website for you to view. I also send the reports out to 
committee chairs and DCMs. Please remember Area 40 when groups do their splits.  
 
There are finance reports available by the coffee area, near the coffee donation basket. The 7th 
tradition basket will not be passed around during the assembly. There are also Birthday contribution 
envelopes back there. I have the 65th GSC Financial PowerPoint which was presented by our GSB 
Treasurer at the Conference in April on a travel disc if anyone is interested in downloading it to their 
computer.  
 
Thank you for allowing me to be of service,   
Mary M, Area 40 Treasurer 
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COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
 
Recommended the 2016 Budget as follows: 
 

 
MOTION PASSED:  74 FOR, 0 AGAINST, 0 ABSTAINED 
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TREATMENT (Area 40 Treatment Chair, Jessica E.) 
 
Greetings Area 40, my name is Jessica E. and I am currently serving as your Area 40 Treatment Chair. 
 
Since spring assembly I’ve had the opportunity to travel and I am so grateful. I was invited by District 61 
to participate in the Corrections Treatment Workshop the spring. I’ve had the opportunity to attend in 
past years but it was such an awesome experience to participate and I just wanted to thank the 
committee again for having me. I traveled to Hotlanta in July for the International which was 
unbelievable. I spoke on a YP panel we hit bottom too. I was able to hang with so many from our Area 
40 but also have met new friends from around the world. In the spring I was asked to present a Bridging 
the Gap presentation at the Lower Yellowstone Soberfest this August and was able to travel to District 
23 where I was welcomed by the committee which I wanted to thank them again as well for being so 
welcoming to not only me but my newcomer friend who was able to see service in work and is here now 
attending her first Area Assembly.  Last weekend I drove to Park City Utah to attend the Bridging the 
Gap Weekend Workshop. It was so amazing to be surrounded by 75 men and women who serve in all 
areas of our service structure and to be in a focused group to brainstorm and share how we can do 
some of our most fundamental 12 step work, connecting men in women coming out of our various 
treatment and correctional facilities with our volunteers in our communities. I brought home so much 
information and new service pieces that I hope our Area may find to be useful. 
  
District 61, 71, 72, and 81 are continuously bringing meetings and BTG presentations into the state 
facility Montana Chemical Dependency Center. Please contact the respective committees for more 
information or I’d be happy to get connected if you’re interested in getting involved in this area of 
service work.  
 
Currently I have an active list of our treatment chairs and Bridging the Gap chairs. DCMs, if you have any 
updated changes for new BTG coordinators or treatment chairs, please contact me. We currently have 
40 cities in our bridging the Gap volunteer database. My hope is we can enlarge this database, we can 
download a volunteer sheet from our Area 40 website or retrieve them for our treatment chairs and or 
BTG coordinators and bring them to our groups.  Even if we are from smaller towns we can talk to our 
Treatment Chair and or BTG coordinators about updating our volunteers by passing these around at our 
business meetings. If you are from more rural areas or don’t have a current treatment chair I’d love to 
talk to you this Assembly if you’re interested in helping. 
  
 One of the needs I believe was apparent to me after last assembly was the need for service pieces for 
new treatment chairs and or BTG chair when starting their new positions and or developing their 
committee. I’ve brought service pieces which include a workbook for starting a BTG committee that I 
have amended to what I believe may fit our needs and am presenting them to the treatment 
committee. I also have converted a pdf version of a BTG volunteer workbook to an updated version 
which I will also present. My hope is that these service pieces will be further developed by the 
treatment committee and be useful for Area 40.   
 
Treatment and or BTG workshops are a great way to educate, energize, and inspire volunteers, and I am 
willing to be of use or come attend. This fall I’ll be attending the Fall Round up and hoping to visit GSO 
during Christmas for my road trip to New York. Besides this, I’d love to come visit your district. I actually 
love the winter time and am not afraid to drive so let’s connect!  
     Thank you again for entrusting me to serve as your Area 40 Treatment Chair.  
                                                         Jessica E  
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COMMITTEE ACTIONS:  
 
Treatment and Bridging the Gap 9-19-2015   
We opened with the Serenity Prayer.  
Present:  Chantel, Scott, Lance, Hugh, Levi, Maryann, Lyle, Cody, Howie, Christian, Bob, Karen, Jessica 
5 voting members Teryl 71, Karen 51, Lee 81, Maryann 21,   
Jessica stated we’ve been moving with substantial unanimity  
Agenda:  
Present the assembly report on the floor.  Review agenda items for the general service 
committee.  Those items have already been discussed.  Group conscious – we’ve already sent our voice 
to the committee in the Spring.  We can discuss and make motions on old items OR we can make new 
motions on new items.  We will be go by hand and before speaking a second time allow all to speak.  
Review the suggestions for the themes for the 2016 for the general service conference.   Recommended 
the theme be “Our spiritual way of life – steps, traditions and concepts.”  
 
Review presentation and discussion topics for the general service conference.    
a. Connecting with the new comer  
1. All inclusive, never exclusive  
2. Are we doing enough to help the newcomer are we going to any length  
3. Our home group – where it begin  
b. Connecting with each other  
1. Staying pertinent in a changing world  
2. Informed group conscious  
3. Be involved be inspired be of service  
c. Connecting with each other  
Participating  
Understanding self-support  
Reaching out to the next generation of AA  
Anonymity, the spiritual foundation  
 
Jessica went over the five “considerations” – no motions resulted  
Discussion:  Are there problems with singleness of purpose?  No one seems to know the definition of 
open and closed meetings.  We’re AA, not everything to everyone.  There are judges ordering people to 
AA meetings.  Start closed meetings or assist in starting NA meetings.  
 
No major actions or recommendations came out of treatment at the General Service Conference.    
Jessica gave a brief report on her activities.  40 cities in the Montana Bridging the Gap.  She is willing to 
come and bring a presentation to our districts.  Access – two passcodes, representative can put in 
volunteers, bridging the gap coordinator can go in and see to make referrals.  Keep updating lists and 
data bases is part of the committee chair’s responsibility.    
 
If you have smaller areas who would be willing to help in the underserved areas contact Jessica.  
As a district committee we do have the ability to have service items for example, workbooks, brochures, 
etc. Jessica handed out samples of service items.    
Bridge the Gap  
Bridging the Gap Service Piece  
Sample letter from volunteer to confine  
Area 40 – Montana “temporary contact program reference workbook”  
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How to start a “bridging the gap service piece”  
4 districts geographically responsible 61,72 81,71. For bringing meetings to the  treatment center in 
Butte.(MCDC)    
 
There were some nuts and bolts questions regarding how Bridging the Gap works.  
Can the documents be morphed into one workbook/treatment, Bridging the Gap Service guide  
Teryrl moved to combine the service pieces into one service piece and have interaction with committee 
members prior to the next area assembly.  Maryann seconded.  M/C Unanimously  
Jessica will bring a draft to the next meeting.  
 
General discussion  
Remember to welcome the newcomer to the meeting.  
Reminder that Jessica can come to our district and give a presentation,  
We reviewed the results of treatment committee items and discussed at the 2015 general conference 
committee    
Discussion: none  
Meeting closed with a moment of silence followed by Serenity Prayer.  
 
 

COOPERATION WITH THE PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY (Area 40 CPC Chair, Paul L.) 
 
REPORT: 
 
Area 40 Fall Assembly 2015  
CPC/Trustees Report 
  
I'm an alcoholic and my name is Paul. I am the Area 40 chair for the Cooperation with the Professional 
Community committee for this rotation. The additional assignment for this committee is to review all 
business with the General Service Office regarding Trustees. I am honored to serve the fellowship of 
alcoholics anonymous in this capacity. 
  
As of yet I have not been very busy in this position. I have reviewed the CPC workbook, all related CPC 
Literature and the Power Point presentation to use for a CPC workshop. Please, please contact me if you 
have any questions about what a CPC presentation entails. I am willing to share this information with 
you, your groups or CPC committees. It is attraction not promotion, but I need to hear from you about 
your needs. 
 
In August I attended the West Central Regional A.A. Forum hosted in Casper, Wyoming. This was very 
informative and I got to hear from many people that have a passion for Alcoholics Anonymous. 
 
Again, as part of my service I am willing to visit other districts in Area 40 to contribute to events that 
would like some information about what CPC does and can do. I feel that it is imperative that we 
continue to be friendly with the professionals that wind up referring so many of us to the rooms of A.A.  
It is important that we continue to carry the message to non-alcoholic professionals about who we are 
and what we can offer to the still suffering alcoholic. 
 
Yours in service,  
Paul L. Area 40 CPC Chair 
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CORRECTIONS (Area 40 Corrections Chair, Jay T.) 
 
REPORT: 
 
My name is Jay T., an I am an alcoholic serving as your Area 40 Corrections Chair.  
 
Summer started out well. I made a big book order spent $2,532.60.Went to the Helena Roundup and 
was able to get books sent to places all over the state. Two weeks later I was back in Helena for a 
Corrections and Treatment Workshop. Was able to get more books out from there. The Montana State 
Prison Meetings are being well attended by the Inmate We just started being able to have the High side 
Meetings every other week. On September 12th we had our 2nd Mini Conference at the prison. Lee G 
our last Area Corrections Chair is working close with the Prison to get these things done. This Saturday 
they are having an orientation for new volunteers to go in to the meetings. I would like to thank all Area 
AA members for their Pink Can Donations that lets us make sure that book are there for the Inmates 
that need them. Right now we have $3019.14 and I will be making another book order so if you need or 
going to need some soon let me know this weekend.  
 
Just a reminder to make the checks out to Area 40 Inc. Mail them to Po Box 851 Darby,MT 59829. 
Grateful to be of Service to you 
Area 40 Correction Chair 
Jay T. 
406-360-9574    
 
COMMITTEE ACTIONS: 
 
The committee meeting was opened with a moment of silence for the still suffering alcoholic and the 
serenity prayer.  Roll call:  Jay T., Area 40 Corrections Chr.; Shawn N., Dist. 61 Corrections Chr.; Todd M., 
DCM Dist. 23; Dave R., DCM Dist. 12; Bryan F., GSR Dist. 51; Lisa P., GSR Dist. 71; Teresa F., AGSR Dist. 91 
 
The treasurer’s report was given and accepted. 
 
GSC review of Corrections Correspondence Service and review of the Corrections kit were made.  There 
were no recommendations made.   
 
International and Regional Forums:  There were no recommendations. 
 
We had a short discussion on the history of the pink can and a short discussion on meetings being held 
at MSP and the new high side meeting.   
 
The meeting was adjourned with the Lord’s Prayer. 
 
 
GENERAL SHARING  
 
Several announcements of upcoming events were made.  The assembly adjourned at 11:38am. 
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DCM REPORTS 
 
DISTRICT 11 
 

 
 
DISTRICT 12 
 
Hello Area 40,  
I am Dave R., sobriety date is May 18 2008, DCM district 12, my home Group is the Stillwater Group 
Columbus Mt. We meet every Wednesday at 8pm.  
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Our District covers a large area Harlowton to Laurel and Big Timber to Red Lodge with 10 active Groups 
and meetings 7 days a week if you are willing to travel. Laurel has meetings twice a day 7 days a week so 
we can always find a Meeting. We hold our District meeting the third Sunday of every month. 
  
We have two main events every year, Fireman’s Point Campout and Mid-Winter Social. Fireman’s Point 
Camp Out was held July 31 thru August. On Friday evening we started out with the fourth annual Spam 
Cook-off which had around 50 dishes. Followed by a speaker meeting which was Richard T. of Billings. 
Saturday started off early with Dave starting the BBQ at 3AM with fellowship and coffee drinking. A SOB 
(sober old bikers) run started at 10AM which goes up to woodbine campground, followed with a 
meeting by the river, and ride back to fireman’s point. A pot luck dinner is enjoyed by all whom attend, 
followed with a speaker meeting, Brian P. of Columbus by the fire pit, followed with a resentment 
burning. Sunday breakfast is cooked by Dave O. and friends from district 11 for all the campers’. Thank 
you district 11. Libbie L. gave her delegates report to everybody that was there, Thank you Libbie! 
   
Our next event will be The Mid-Winter Social in February, we will have a flier out as soon as possible.  
Thank you, Dave.    
    
 
DISTRICT 21 
 
This was Maryann A.’s first assembly.  No report was submitted. 
 
 
DISTRICT 23 
 
Hello, Everyone..  Glad to see you all here.  I’m Todd M. serving this rotation as District 23 DCM.  I am 
happy to report that A.A. meetings are alive and well with active meetings in Sidney, Glendive and non- 
registered meetings in Fairview.  Sidney’s Welcome Home Group is averaging 20- 30 people per 
meeting, the Monday Noon Group and the Friday Noon Edition are averaging 10-15 people per meeting. 
Glendive’s Life Again Group is averaging 10 to 15 people, 12 to Life group is averaging 5 people.   Watch 
East continues to host meetings.  
    I am Happy to report that this year’s Lower Yellowstone Soberfest was a success with over 100 people 
in attendance.  The speaker Wally P. author of Back to Basics was well received.  Jessica E, our treatment 
chair gave her presentation on Bridging the Gap. 
I look forward to seeing you at LYS next year. 
    Mary M. continues to bring BTG, to Watch East the 3rd Friday of every month.  She has bridged the 
gap for roughly 65 individuals.  Donna and Steve continue to fill in if Mary is unable to make it.   
    The Welcome Home group and Monday Noon group continue to bring meetings into the Richland 
County Jail; men’s & women’s meetings average 5 - 10 inmates. 
 
                    Truly yours in Service and Sobriety, Todd M. 
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DISTRICT 31 
 
No report submitted. 
 
DISTRICT 41 
 
Good morning everyone, my name is Grant and I am an alcoholic. I am the DCM for District 41. It has 
been a busy summer here in District 41, with Founders Day on June 13th at Ryan Dam. We had a great 
turn out with lots of folks coming out to enjoy burgers and dogs. We heard about the pioneers of AA 
from our Area Archivist Earl F., thank you Earl for the history and your service. Libby L. kept the 
excitement going with her thrilling PowerPoint and Delegates report. We got to see photos of her trip to 
New York! It is always a treat to have Libby speak at one of our functions. Thank you Libby for your 
service.  
 
June 26th, 27th and 28th was the annual Unity Campout at Carpenter Creek, near Niehart. The 
attendance was awesome, and gratefully there was a cool creek close by since the temperatures were in 
the 100’s all weekend long. There was roughly a 135 people there to eat dinner and listen to the AA 
speaker Saturday night.   
 
On July 18 the Steps to Recovery group and the Singleness of Purpose group got together to host the 
first annual Summer Social Picnic in the Park! It was a delightfully huge hit. Lots of friends, family, food 
and fellowship!  
 
August 21st, 22nd and 23rd marked the West Central Regional AA Forum in Casper, WY. I am grateful 
that District 41 was able to send me there to represent us. It was my first experience at an AA Forum. I 
was pleasantly surprised by this experience, and now know what to expect at my next one. I feel so 
blessed that myself, seven GSR’s and District Chairs from District 41 and the DCM from Havre were able 
to attend the WCRAAF. I learned a lot about how the AA World Services GSO and the Grapevine Inc. 
operate and all the work goes into these businesses from the people that work there for us. I was 
excited about the attendance from Area 40, as I counted over 20 people that made the trip. Woot Woot 
Montana!  
 
Finally, on September 12th we held a District 41 Horseshoe Tournament.  We had 60 people turn out to 
support and 14 folks participate in the tournament. There were hotdogs, salads, cookies and cold drinks, 
even some birthday cake shared for James W. 6th birthday celebration!  We hope that this will become 
an annual event. We would love to see this get bigger and have more people come out to play in the 
future.  
 
Everything is going well for us in District 41 so far this year. It looks like we will be right on budget. 
Which is a blessing in unto itself. As with life on life’s terms, people move, things change and we did 
have a couple chair positions open for a bit. However life is good, I am happy to report that all chair 
positions have been filled. Everyone is working hard in their service positions do to the best job that we 
can to carry the AA message to the still suffering alcoholic in and out of the rooms. 
   
I want to finish this up by saying a great big thank you, to you all and to my higher power! I am so 
grateful to have this opportunity of service to District 41 and you my fellows. Thank you, in love and 
service.  
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DISTRICT 42 
 
No DCM at this time. 
 
 
DISTRICT 51 
 
Thank you to District 51 for covering the cost of my attendance at the West Central Regional Forum (my 
first regional forum) in Casper, WY August 21 -23.  Thank you too to the Great Falls attendees who 
allowed me to travel and lodge with them.  It was absolutely worth the trip.   
 
It was also an opportunity to see the program in action.  After an attendee offered an emotional opinion 
on an issue, another member got up and read from the 12 X 12 on the 10th Step, “It is a spiritual axiom 
that every time we are disturbed, no matter what the cause, there is something wrong with us.”  It was 
a very peaceful, gentle “principles before personalities” reminder. 
  
District 51 is doing well.  We are looking forward to the Havre AA mini-conference, “Thank God for Bill 
and Bob” to be held October 2, 3, 4.  We are grateful Libbie has agreed to attend and give her delegate’s 
report.  We are still looking for a Bridging the Gap committee chairperson since Jeff S. moved. 
  
In our area there are nine groups for a total of 29 meetings every week.  Our district buys books in bulk 
to distribute to the various groups as requested.  Our three summer sobriety campouts were successful 
and well-attended.  The Hill County Jail has been chronically understaffed so we have been unable to 
hold meetings there; however, we have several sober alcoholics signed up and ready to get meetings 
going.  
 
Happy to be of service  
Karen T.  
 
 
DISTRICT 61 
 
Greeting from District 61.  Firstly, it is great that District 21 is represented here!  That is exciting.  
District 61 has 52 groups from Elliston, Lincoln, Boulder, Helena and White Sulphur Springs.  Our district 
meeting has regular attendance by most of those groups. 
    
The Attitude of Gratitude is coming up on November 21 at the Red Lion in Helena.  There are flyers on 
the back table.  Please come!  
 
District 61 recently elected a new Alternate DCM – Carol. The Grapefest was in June.  Libby came down 
and gave her delegates report. The West Central Regional Forum was smoky due to the wildfires.  The 
Casper folks had a great hospitality room.  Thank-you for all the good food.  It is always great to connect 
with the GSO folks at the Regional Forum.  One of my favorite “tidbits” from the Forum is that the Big 
Book has been translated in 67 languages, while pamphlets come in 89 languages! 
    
Remember when you are thinking about the General Service Office, there is no “us” and “them.”  There 
is only us.    
Rebecca S., District 61  
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DISTRICT 71 
 
Hi my name is Roxie and I am an alcoholic and the DCM for District 71. 
 
We have over 75 meetings in our district which includes the cities of Butte, Anaconda, Deer Lodge, 
Dillon, Whitehall, Opportunity, Philipsburg, Sheridan, Twin Bridges and the surrounding rural area. Our 
district meetings are held the second Wednesday of each month in Butte with an ever growing 
attendance - we're up to about 20 each month. 
 
We also continue to take meetings into several institutions such as: MCDC, Butte jail, CCP, START, Warm 
Springs, and introduce Bridging the Gap at WATCH on a regular basis. Many of our dedicated servants do 
this 12 step work and some of this 12 step work is shared with neighboring districts. 
 
Our CPC/PI, Treatment, and Corrections committees worked together to host a workshop on June 20 in 
Butte. They had a variety of speakers in areas such as counseling, probation, law enforcement and of 
course AA demonstrating how we are all working together to help the still suffering alcoholic. 
 
We had our Delegate's Day picnic in Anaconda on Aug. 1. Libby gave our district a great presentation of 
her New York experience, explaining the process as well as the content.  
 
And while we are blessed with many individuals ready to serve, 2 of our District Chairs, Grapevine & 
Literature, need to be filled at this time due to recent vacancies. 
  
I want to thank my district and the area for giving me an opportunity to serve in this fellowship. 
 
 
DISTRICT 72 
 
Greetings from District 72. Our district encompasses Gallatin, Park and Madison counties. There are 
currently 55 active groups in District 72, holding 84 meetings per week, everywhere from Wilsall to 
Cooke City and West Yellowstone to Three Forks. District 72 holds its monthly business meeting the last 
Saturday of the month at 5pm at the Fellowship Hall in Bozeman. It’s been a busy summer in District 72 
with many meetings filled to capacity with the extra influx of visitors to our area from all over the 
country and the world. 
   
The main thing going on in district 72 currently has still been the work of our joint PI/CPC committee, 
which has taken over twelfth step work at Bozeman Deaconess Hospital. The new system seems to be 
taking hold. We are having much more luck in getting hospital staff on board and have been able to 
make contact with many suffering alcoholics. 
  
We were graced with the presence of Area delegate Libbie L. for her report on August 29th, followed by 
her sitting in on our business meeting hosted by the Vennis Over the Hill Group in Ennis. We thank her 
for her service.  
Our corrections and treatment committees are as usual very busy, holding meetings at Montana State 
Prison, Gallatin County Detention Center, Watch, MCDC, and the riverside treatment facility. 
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The committee in charge of the Fall 2016 Roundup is in full gear. The roundup will be held on October 7-
9th. And will be held at the Grantree Inn. I have an entire stack of save the date flyers, which are sitting 
on my desk at home instead of on the table by the coffee…. So Save the Date!  
 
Thank you all for the opportunity to serve.  
Ted O. 
District 72 DCM 
 
 
DISTRICT 81  
 
 I am Margaret and I am an alcoholic. I am the alternate DCM filling in for Brandi, who had a beautiful 
baby girl in late July. 
   
District 81 spans between St. Regis, Polson, Thompson Falls, Seeley Lake, to Missoula and everywhere in 
between. We hold our district meeting on the 3rd Sunday of the month at 2pm at The 4th D Alano Club 
in Missoula.  
 
I am happy to report that district 81 is doing great. We are taking our rotation into MCDC every month. 
As well as bringing meetings into the detention center and 3 treatment centers. We are getting great 
participation from the groups on the fringes of our district boundaries. Our district chairs are all excited 
to go the distance with their positions. PI and CPC are putting together a large event on Monday 
September 21st at Missoula Public Library that will be reaching out into the community educating others 
on what AA can – and cannot – do for the alcoholic. The Grapevine chair has put together a wonderful 
spread and has been visiting the district groups and events to get the fellowship excited about 
everything that Grapevine has to offer.  
  
Spring 2016 Round Up will be held at the Holiday Inn Downtown Missoula May 6th-8th of next year. The 
theme is “Age of Miracles”. Registration will begin November 1 and will be available online with means 
of paying by credit card. 
   
YIS,  
Margaret B. 
Alt DCM   
District 81  
 
 
DISTRICT 91 
 
 
Greetings, My name is Jeanie Schultz and I am an alcoholic.    The DCM for District 91.  And this is my 
report:  
District 91, located in the northwest corner of the state is alive and well, working hard to reach “the still 
suffering alcoholic.” Summer has been filled with funs and festivities.  Campouts, picnics, hiking, biking & 
rafting, to name a few. 
  
Our Delegate gave her report at our May District meeting.  The Founder’s Day Camp out was hosted by 
The Flathead Valley Serenity Group,  The  Big Creek Camp out hosted by The Canyon Group, Camp 32 
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hosted by The Eureka Group, Emery  Bay camp-out hosted by the Flathead Valley 
Intergroup.  Picnic hosted by The New Hope Group, to name a few. 
    
We did get a little work done also.  The Band of Bothers hosted a Big Book Study presented by Rick C. , 
the Whitefish Group held a meeting openers’ workshop, and the Flathead Valley Serenity  Group just 
finished  hosting The Fall Refresher.  We also continue to take meetings to the local jail and treatment 
centers. Coming up we are looking forward to seeing all of you at the Fall Round-up being held in 
Kalispell October9-11 at The Red Lion.  
 
We will be conducting our District inventory in November.  We are also looking forward to Halloween 
parties, Thanksgiving and Christmas Fun.  The Eureka Group throws a great Christmas Party.  There are 
also Men’s & Women’s Recovery week ends scheduled, the first week-end in March the Whitefish 
Group will be hosting the 27th Annual Sober Ski at Whitefish Mountain Resort, check for flyers. 
  
On a more serious note we are continuing to deal with new technology and protecting anonymity, and 
of course the never ending challenge of getting new people involved in service at all levels.  
We will continue to trudge the road of happy destiny. 
  
In service,  
Jeanie S. 
DCM District 91  
 
 
DISTRICT 93 
 
In the Bitterroot Valley, we continue to struggle to find people who are willing to fully commit to district 
service. On the other hand, attendance at meetings from Darby to Lolo is on the increase. We are 
especially excited by the number of newcomers who keep coming back and by the district-wide 
emphasis on sponsorship and taking the steps. 
 
We also had some fun this summer, as attendance at the June camp out at Lake Como doubled the 
turnout of 2014 and a rainy Norm's Picnic in July couldn't keep a couple of dozen people away. The 
weather broke in time for Libbie to give her Delegate's Report, which is probably just a coincidence. 
 
In Service, 
Vic M., District 93 DCM 
 
 

PASSED MOTIONS OF THIS ASSEMBLY 
 
From the Archives Committee:   
“Modify page 30 of the Area 40 Policy & Procedure Manual to allow for a 5 minute report by the Area  
Chair.” MOTION PASSED: 67 FOR, 4 OPPOSED, 5 ABSTAINED 
 
From the P.I. committee: 
RECOMMENDATION: 
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“That Area 40 adopt changes to the Webmaster position and create an Alternate Webmaster position as 
set forth in the attached description.”  Two friendly amendments were accepted to remove the 3rd 
bullet under Alternate Webmaster requirements and to change the wording in the last bullet to read: 
“Selected & mentored by Webmaster… selection subject to PI committee approval… MOTION PASSED: 
72 FOR, 0 OPPOSED, 3 ABSTAINED 
 
From the Finance committee: 
Recommended the 2016 Budget as follows: 
 

 
MOTION PASSED:  74 FOR, 0 AGAINST, 0 ABSTAINED 
 
 


